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ABSTRACT
A purely peer-to-peer, virtual and blockchain based version of life, currencies and
nation states, would allow all living beings on the internet a truly connected and equal
world; universal citizenship, basic natural freedoms, electronic economies, borderless
cultures, decentralized autonomous community governance, digital identities in a
digital society that exists in perpetuity on the network, and without the need for
physical means.

INITIATIVE
DogeGaySon, token symbol $GOGE, is an innovative, experimental, and communitybased project, aiming to revolutionize the digital and real world in every way. $GOGE
was created to unite humans throughout the universe, ensure freedoms, spread love,
fight hate and global inequality, directly changing the world through the power of
blockchain technology, all while making crypto truly fun.
Goge is the 1st ever Gay Doge family member token, the 1st ever Doge token with
dividend yield automatically paid in $CAKE, the 1st cryptocurrency to utilize direct
action peer-to-peer charity and is the 1st cryptocurrency truly for ALL human beings.
Creating an international, safe, and ever growing permanent virtual community for
all, and building an ecosystem for holders to use their $GOGE and $CAKE rewards
in the digital and real world. Engaging community members in daily activities,
games, events, and highlighting real life stories while utilizing direct action peerto-peer charity, for anyone in the world who is in need of help!

CORE VALUES
We believe irrespective of place of birth, residence, language, gender, race,
nationality, religion, sexual orientation or citizenship of the existing earth states, all
living beings are created equal, and natural freedoms must be protected. We aim to
unite the future humanity as transethnic, transnational, trans religious, ethical, fair,
peaceful, looking into the infinite universe, based on equality and dignity of every
human being.

DogeGaySon believes that ALL people have a right to Life, Love and Self
Governance of Finances! No one; not government, company, group or person
should interfere with or prohibit those natural rights.
“ Freedom to life, Freedom to love, and Freedom to self-govern finances.”

FREEDOM OF SELF
GOVERNANCE OF
FINANCES
We believe all people
have the right to freely
self govern their own
finances, without
interference, control,
or authority from any
other party, whether
being a person,
country or nation.
Through the use of
blockchain
technology, true
financial freedom can
be achieved.

FREEDOM TO LIFE
Everyone has the
natural inherent
right to
life, liberty and
security of person.
We believe no person
shall arbitrarily be
deprived of their life,
no matter who they
are or where they are
from.

FREEDOM
TO LOVE
Love is love. We strongly
support every being, we
believe everyone is entitled
to equal rights worldwide;
nobody should experience
discrimination or
persecution because of
who they love

PEER TO PEER
COMMUNITY /
GLOBAL EQUALITY
Created by friends, for
friends. A direct peer-topeer internet and crypto
based community that all
are welcome to join! We are
truly inclusive, diverse and
aim to be a bridge,
connecting humans across
the world from all
backgrounds, religions,
nationalities and
orientations. We take
pride in our collective
mission to support all
people worldwide
towards global equality
and the pursuit of

happiness.

ABOUT THE TEAM
We are a diverse and inclusive team of friends and artists from all over the world,
coming from all walks of life, inclusion built into our very nature. Some of our
founding team are members of the LGBTQ community and some are not, but
-regardless of background- all are supporters of global equality. Each of us brings a
wealth of knowledge and experience in our respective fields. Our world is diverse; we
respect all opinions and warmly welcome people from all backgrounds, religions,
cultures, genders, and personal preferences.
Some LGBTQ team members live in countries where being LGBTQ is a criminal
offense and punishable by imprisonment for many years. Still today, in 9 countries,
there exists evidence of the death penalty as punishment for those who are LGBTQ.
Saftey, security and longevity of the project as well as our community are top priorities.
We have chosen the path of anonymity, like many great crypto-pioneers before us,
inspired by the anonymous Pancake Swap development team and Bitcoin’s creator
Satoshi Nakamoto. The $GOGE team has founded another true anonymous
monetary and civil solution amidst a world of corruption, inflation and hate. In this
case, for everyone’s safety and security and the project's longevity, we will follow in
our icon's footsteps regarding the anonymity of the creator(s).

THE $GOGE TOKEN
Weekly Community Activities- Engaging our community in weekly activities that are
determined by the community; such as various games, events, virtual parties,
giveaways, contests, and many more secret community projects/ activities to be
revealed!
Real Life $GOGE & $CAKE Use Cases - The Goge token powers the Goge ecosystem,
creating ever growing multiple use cases, and allowing holders to use Goge as well as
their $Cake rewards in real life and virtual life with fast speeds and cheap fees.
Direct Action Charity - Our original direct action peer to peer charity is a community
driven initiative which aims to provide direct financial relief to anyone in the world
who may be in need. As other real life charities and charity tokens benefit
organizations, companies, and animals, we believe every human being could use a
little help sometimes! Blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies make it possible
to cut out the middle man, allowing everyone to live in a truly connected direct
financial ecosystem that exists universally. Goge holders will be able to share /submit
their stories to our project, and after an authentication and verification process from
the Goge team, our newsletter will weekly feature people and their stories (public or
anonymous), all donations made will be directly split between all those who are
featured. Every person deserves a chance to live in happiness, and we encourage
everyone to share the love and utilize their $Cake rewards!
Gogeland Currency- Our token will be the official currency of Gogeland. A permanent
experimental and innovative project seeking to revolutionize and combine our
physical and digital worlds, the first of its kind.

TOKENOMICS
DogeGaySon / $GOGE was created on the Binance Blockchain (BEP2) through the
Binance Smart Contracts family (Binance Smart Chain - BEP20). Binance Chain BNB
(BEP-2 format) was launched by Binance in April 2019. Its primary focus is to
facilitate fast, decentralized (or non-custodial) trading.
Binance Smart Chain ($BNB (BEP-20 format) is best described as a blockchain that
runs in parallel to the Binance Chain ($BNB). Unlike BNB, Binance Smart Chain
($BNB) boasts smart contract functionality, fast and low fees.
Pancake Swap is the leading, most popular decentralized exchange that
allows one to trade cryptocurrencies and tokens without a centralized intermediary,
keeping custody of your tokens all the while. It is built on automated smart contracts
deployed on Binance Smart Chain, a product of Binance. Their native token is $CAKE.
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Anti-Whale Tech - Our token has adjustable transaction limits and max wallet size ,
this way we can ensure the healthiest balance for the project and ensure financial
security with our holders at any given time.

TOKEN DETAILS
NAME: DogeGaySon
SYMBOL $: GOGE
GOGE TOTAL SUPPLY: 100,000,000,000
GOGE CONTRACT: TBA.
NETWORK: Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20)
GOGE PRESALE DATE: NOV 2 2021
PRESALE SOFT CAP: 150
PRESALE HARD CAP: 300
MINIMUM CONTRIBUTION: 0.1 BNB
MAXIMUM CONTRIBUTION: 1 BNB

PRESALE HOST: PinkSale (only use official links from our website/TG)
PUBLIC SALE LAUNCH: Pancake Swap
TOTAL
TAX / SLIPPAGE:
16%)
TAX
/ SLIPPAGE:
(15-16-%

10% tax towards cake reward

AUTO-REWARDS:
10% paid in $CAKE
3% tax towards marketing
3% tax towards buyback and liquidity

TOKEN ALLOCATION:
Presale Allocation 51%
AUTO-REWARDS:
10% paid in $CAKE
PancakeSwap Allocation 35%
Marketing and Team Wallet 3%
DX Sale Fees 11%

ROADMAP
DOGEGAYSON/ $GOGE IS BORN
GOGE.CO WEBSITE V1 LAUNCHED
LITEPAPER RELEASE
PRESALE VIA PINKSALE
LAUNCH ON PANCAKE SWAP
MULTIPLE PROJECT PARTNERSHIPS
LISTINGS ON MULTIPLE EXCHANGES
LISTING ON COINGECKO, BLOCKFOLIO, COINGECKO
MONTHLY/WEEKLY COMMUNITY AMAs
MEME / ART CONTEST!
NFT COLLECTIBLES FOR TOP HOLDERS
EXPAND TEAM/ INTERNATIONAL CHANNELS
WHITEPAPER RELEASE
MULTIPLE AUDITS (CERTIK, TECHRATE)
GOGE DASHBOARD (EARNINGS TRACKER)
NEWSLETTER LAUNCH
DIRECT ACTION CHARITY INITIATIVE
$GOGE V2 WEBSITE RELEASE
MAJOR GIVEAWAYS/ CONTESTS
$GOGE BRAND AMBASSADORS
PARTNERSHIPS WITH CELEBRITIES & YOUTUBE, TIK TOK, TWITTER & INSTAGRAM INFLUENCERS
GAMES
MULTI USE CASE DEVELOPMENT
MERCH
SECRER PROJECT #1 - TBA
HUGE REAL LIFE PARTNERSHIPS
SECRET PROJECT #2 - TBA
CROSS CHAIN DEVELOPMENT
SECRET PROJECT #3 - TBA
SECRET PROJECT #4 - TBA
SECRET PROJECT #5 - TBA
NFT PLATFORM
INTERNATIONAL BRAND/ MOVEMENT/ COMMUNITY
GOGE ECOSYSTEM/ MAINSTREAM ADOPTION / UNIVERSAL USECASE

LEGAL
DISCLAIMERS
Information Published in the Whitepaper
The whitepaper provides information and material of general nature. You are not
authorized and nor should you rely on the whitepaper for legal advice, business
advice, or advice of any kind. You act at your own risk in reliance on the contents of
the whitepaper. Should you decide to act or not act you should contact a licensed
attorney in the relevant jurisdiction in which you want or need help. In no way are the
contributors to the whitepaper responsible for the actions, decisions, or other
behavior taken or not taken by you in reliance upon the whitepaper. You are not
authorized and nor must not should you rely on the whitepaper for legal advice,
business advice, or advice of any kind.
Involvement Risks
The team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or
held by you. Do conduct your due diligence and consult your financial advisor
before making any financial decisions. By purchasing Goge, you agree that you are
not purchasing a security or investment and you agree to hold the team harmless
and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur.
You also agree that the team is presenting the token “as is” and is not required to
provide any support or services. You agree that by purchasing or exchanging Goge
tokens you may not claim any tax, fee, reward or any transaction or activity from
Goge, nor any of the Goge team members, nor any other third-party. Any functionality
of the Goge application, the Goge Token as well as the Goge Project mentioned within
the present whitepaper is of purely technical nature and not related to any legal claim
of a Goge token holder.
Copyright © 2021 Goge Token.
All Rights Reserved. Compliance with Tax
Obligations
The team does not guarantee compliance with any country across the world. Always
make sure that you comply with your local laws and regulations before you make
any purchase.
No Warranties
The whitepaper is provided on an “as is” basis without any warranties of any kind
regarding the whitepaper and/or any content, data, materials, and/or services
provided on the whitepaper.
Limitation of Liability
Unless otherwise required by law, in no event shall the contributors to the
whitepaper be liable for any damages of any kind, including, but not limited to, loss
of use, loss of profits, or loss of data arising out of or in any way connected with the
use of the whitepaper.

Future Statements
There may be matters in this whitepaper that are forward-looking statements. Such
statements are subject to risks and uncertainty. Participants are cautioned not to
place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. The actual results or
events that transpires afterwards may be different from what is implied here. The
team shall not guarantee the accuracy of the forward-looking statements outlined in
this whitepaper.

Twitter @DogeGaySon
instagram.com/DogeGaySon

t.me/DogeGaySon
GOGE.CO

